Quick Response® Plus Wireless Call Pendants

**Description**
Quick Response® Plus Wireless Call Pendants enable residents to summon help with the press of a button. The pendant can be worn around the neck, strapped to the wrist or hooked on clothing. When activated, care staff are alerted to the resident’s location, thereby improving staff efficiency.

**NEW Quick Touch™ Pendant**
- Sixty percent (60%) smaller and lighter than the Standard Pendant
- Vibration gives tactile confirmation alarm was placed; bright flashing LED provides peace of mind that help is on the way and makes it easier for staff to identify the resident in a group
- Alarm can be cleared with a swipe of the clearance card, saving time
- High contrast activation button with dimpled surface is easy to find; button is recessed to reduce false alarms
- The necklace length is adjustable; the dedicated wrist version fits like a real watch

**Standard Pendant**
- LED flashes to confirm call was placed, providing visual confirmation and peace of mind
- Includes belt/strap clip option in addition to necklace, wristband and lanyard
- Large button is easy to activate for residents with arthritis or similar impairment

**Features**
- Conforms to UL 2560 for Wireless Signaling and Nurse Call Devices
- Fully supervised system alerts you of low batteries and device failures
- Comfortable for active lifestyles; discreet appearance promotes dignity and home-like environment
- Provides greater mobility for residents; can work both indoors or outdoors, depending on configuration
- Optional room level location reduces response time
- Call data can be sent to optional communication devices such as pagers, Quick Look™ LED displays and wireless phones
- Safe for use during daily bathing
- Proven reliability from a trusted brand
- Compatible only with Code Alert version 9.2 or higher

“UL 2560 certification ensures quality, safety and performance for your residents and staff.”